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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a given generally non-convex minimum problem it is possible to 
derive another minimum problem as a dual problem by means of the 
duality theory of Toland, developed in Toland [9, IO]. Under relatively 
weak assumptions this dual problem possesses the same optimal value as 
the primal problem. In recent years many authors have used Toland’s dual 
for the investigation of non-convex problems, for example, Toland [I 11, 
Heron and Sermange [S], Auchmuty [l, 21, and Burton [4]. 
In this paper we derive a dual problem by means of the duality theory 
of Toland for a problem of optimal control with a convex set of restric- 
tions, an affine-linear operator equation of state, and for a wide class of 
non-convex cost functions. This dual problem, even under suitable condi- 
tions, is a minimum problem without restrictions, which includes a 
Frechet-differentiable cost function. We deduce necessary optimality 
conditions for the solutions of the primal problem, and investigate the 
relationship between the primal and dual problem and the existence of 
solutions of such a problem of optimal control. A distributed optimal 
control problem with a linear elliptic boundary value problem illustrate 
the obtained results. An application of the results to problems which are 
dependent on the time is possible. 
Let B,, B, be two real reflexive Banach spaces, and let B, = H be a real 
Hilbert space. Let B;, B; = H, B; be their dual spaces and let (., .)i, 
i = 1, 2, 3, represent the pairing between a space and its dual. Suppose 
furthermorethatg:B,xB,~Ru{+co}andh:B,xB,~Ru{+oo}are 
proper convex and lower-semicontinuous real functions. Let us consider 
the following problem of optimal control as the primal problem (P) 
inf (P) := inf C.dY, U)-h(.Jh u)l, (J.U)tBIXBZ (1.1) 
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where we assume that inf (P) > -co. We interpret the variable y as 
variable of state, and the variable u as variable of control. The convex 
function g is defined by 
; /lull: forAy+Bu+f=O,uEUcH,yED(A)cB, 
.LT(Y, u) = (1.2) 
$00 else, 
where k > 0. Let II.11 2be the norm in B, = H, and let A : D(A) c B, -+ B, be 
a linear and closed operator with the domain D(A), which is everywhere 
densely defined in B, . Moreover let B: H -+ B, be a linear and continuous 
operator on H, let f~ B, be a given element, and U c H denotes a non- 
empty, closed, and convex set in H. Consequently (1 .l ) is a problem of 
optimal control with a non-convex cost function and an affine-linear 
operator equation of state, when h( y, U) is an arbitrary convex function. 
2. THE DUAL PROBLEM 
First we calculate the conjugate function g* of g. In the following we 
suppose the validity of the assumptions formulated in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. If the operator A is continuously invertible, then we obtain for 
the conjugate function of g 
g*(A’w’, u’)=& IIu’- B’w’ll; 
-;~i(I-P”)“‘-;‘w’~~2 
2 
- (w’,f >3, Vw’~D(A’)cB;andtlu’~H, (2.1) 
where A’ or B’, respectively, means the adjoint operator of A, or B. I: H + H 
means the identity and P, means the projection operator of the space H 
into U. 
Proof. Since the operator A-’ is continuous we conclude that for the 
range R(A’) of the adjoint operator of A 
R( A’) = B; 
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applies, see Rolewicz [8, Theorem 3.4.41, and we can write y’ = A’w’ with 
w’ E D(A’) for every y’ E B;. Then for W’ E D(A’) and U’ E H it follows that 
g*(A’w’, u’) = sup 
u t u 
and because of 
II(Z-P,)~ll,=~~f lI~--uII*~ VEH, 
we obtain (2.1). 
In the following we assume that the operator A is continuously inver- 
tible. 
Remark 1. g*( y’, u’), see (2.1), is Frtchet-differentiable for all ( y’, u’) E 
B; x H, since in a Hilbert space the function ll(I- PU)( .)l12 is Frechet- 
differentiable for every convex and closed set U; see Holmes [6]. 
As the dual problem (D) by Toland for the problem (P) of optimal 
control we obtain, see [9], 
inf (D) := inf G( y’, u’) = ( ,, U,,~;~i,~XH G(A’w’, u’) (2.2) .1.‘. u’ ” 1 
with 
G(A’w’, u’) = h*(A’w’, d) +; (I- P,,) 
II 
+ (w’,r,,-& lb-B’w’ll; 
and the duality relation 
is valid, 
inf (P) = inf (D) (2.3) 
Remark 2. The dual problem (D) is a minimum problem on the set 
D(A’) x H, where for the closure of the domain of the adjoint operator A’ 
D(A’)=B; 
applies. If A is a linear and continuous operator on B,, then D(A’) = B; 
is valid and (D) is an optimization problem without restrictions on the 
space B; x H. In this case g*(A’w’, u’) is Frechet-differentiable for all 
(w’, u’) E B; x H, so that the dual cost function G(A’w’, u’) is also Frechet- 
differentiable, if the same is true for ~*(A’w’, u’). 
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Remark 3. If we assume the continuity of h*(A’w’, u’) and that 
h*(A’w’, u’) is bounded from above in the neighbourhood of (A’w’, u’), 
then because of Rockafellar [7, Theorem 191 and Clarke [3, 2.3.151, 
dh*(A’w’, u’) G (Ad,,h*(A’w’, u’), dU.h*(A’w’, u’)) c B, x H (2.4) 
holds. In the following we assume the validity of (2.4). 
Let us now consider the necessary conditions for optimality and the 
relations between the primal and the dual problem. 
THEOREM 1. If (~6, ub) E D(A’) x H is a solution of the dual problem, 
then we have 
0 E A$h*(A’w;, ub) + BP, (Ub-p4)+f 
and 
P”(uk/4q E a,sh*(A’w;, u;). (2.5) 
An element ( y,, u,,) E D(A) x U with 
Y, E $h*Wwb, ub), u. = PU( ‘A -;‘wh) E cY,,h*(A’w;, u;) (2.6) 
and Ay, + Bu, + f = 0 is then a solution of the primal problem (P), 
Proof: If (wb, ub) is a solution of (D), then because of (2.4) we 
necessarily have (2.5). An element ( y,, uo) E D(A) x U which satisfied (2.6) 
is admissible for (P) and we obtain 
=; Iluoll:-NY o, uo)+ (Ayo+Buo+f, wb>3 
= min (P), 
such that ( yo, uo) is a solution of (P). 
THEOREM 2. Zf ( y,, uo) E D(A) x H is a solution of (P) and there exists 
an element (y~,u~)~~h(y,,u,), then (wb,ub)~D(A’)xH with yb=A’wb is 
a solution of(D). 
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Proof: If (y,, uO) is a solution of (P), then since the operator A is 
continuously invertible and h subdifferentiable it follows that 
and hence 
The subdifferentiability of the function h in the point ( y,, uO) implies that 
k 
z IM:-hh,, u,J = G(A’wb, ub) 
holds, and for that reason (wb, ub) is a solution of (D). 
Remark 4. The primal and dual problems are equivalent under the 
above assumptions. The necessary condition (2.5) of optimality implies an 
assertion on the structure of the solution of (P). Let us now consider the 
special case (P’) of the primal problem (P), so that h( y, u) = h(y) is only 
dependent on the state y 
Ay+Bu+f=O 
k Il4-h(y) yED(A), UE u , 
then we obtain as the dual problem (D’) 
inf (D’) := ,6,f;yA,, G(A’w’) 
with 
(2.2’) 
G(A’w’)=h*(Afw’)+; lIB’w’ll:+ (w’,f>j. 
The necessary condition (2.5) of optimality for a solution wb of the dual 
problem reduces to 
OE A dh*(A’w;) + BP, (2.5’) 
In this case we can readily answer the question on the existence of the 
solution of the primal problem. 
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THEOREM 3. If the following conditions are jiilfi:led, then there exists a 
solution of (P’): 
(i) The set U is bounded, or the function 
q(u):=; liull;-h(,4 "(-h-f)) 
is coercive on U. 
(ii) The operator A-’ or B is completely continuous. 
(iii) The function h is continuous. 
Proof: First we have 
inf (P’) = jrf, q(u). 
q(u) as the sum of a continuous convex and a weakly continuous function 
is a weakly lower-semicontinuous function. Because of the theorem of 
Weierstrass there exists a solution of (P’). 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
In the example for the obtained results we choose the cost function for 
the problem of optimal control 
F(y, 2.4) :=; Ilull:-; IIY-~II:~ (3.1) 
as a quadratic, non-convex function. Using this function we obtain the 
following practical problem. The state y of a system depends on the selec- 
tion of the control u in such a way that this state has a distance as large 
as possible to a given state R E B, and that simultaneously the expense 
k/2 llulj i of the control becomes minimal. 
For the dual problem we get 
inf (D’) = inf i ljA’w’ll;+ (A’w’, R), 
w’t D(A’) 2 
-& IIB’w’ll:+ (w',f ,,I> (3.2) 
We consider a problem of optimal control with the cost function (3.1) for 
a homogeneous boundary value problem of Dirichlet. 
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Let Gc R” be a bounded open domain with the boundary I-. We 
consider the differential operator E: L,(G) + L2 (G) 
Ey(x) = -,g* y + Y(X) 
I 
with the domain D(E) = C,“(G). The operator A : L,(G) -+ L,(G), 
A=I-A with 
WA)= {Y(X)E @i(G) I (z-A)y(x)~Lz(G)) 
is the extension by Friedrichs of the operator E; see Triebel [12, 
Theorem 29.11. A is a linear, unbounded, everywhere densely defined and 
closed operator, which is self adjoint. If we choose B as the identity in 
L,(G), then the operator equation of state Ay + Bu +f = 0 is equivalent to 
the generalized homogeneous boundary value problem of Dirichlet. 
-Ay+y+u+J’=O in G 
ylr=O. 
(3.3) 
The set of control restrictions UC L, (G) can be choosen, for example, in 
the following way, 
U= {uEL,(G) I u,duQu,}, (3.4) 
with given elements u,, u2 E L,(G), uI d u2. 
The operator A-’ is completely continuous; see Triebel [ 12, 
Theorem 21.21. Therefore, there exists a solution of the primal problem 
because of Theorem 3. 
As a necessary condition for optimality for a solution wb of the dual 
problem we obtain 
A(Awb + R) + BP, (3.5) 
where (y,, uO) with y0 = Awb + R and u0 = Pu( - B’wb/k) is a solution of 
the primal problem. Equation (3.5) is in general a non-linear boundary 
value problem for a differential operator of the order 4. 
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